Mach2 Solutions At A Glance

We Speak Machine. You Can Too.
About Lisi Automotive Hi-Vol - A “Phase 1” Success Story
Lisi Automotive Hi-Vol manufactures tight tolerance, highly engineered Fuel and Brake fittings. They have
combined cold forging processes with high tech machining processes to reduce costs on precision
tolerance metal parts.
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WHAT IS “PHASE 1” INTEGRATION?
Kors Engineering generally recommends “Phase 2” integration projects. “Phase 1” refers to the
initial Plex implementation, where “Phase 2” refers to implementing machine integration to
automate Plex processes established in “Phase 1”.
Over the 18 years of doing machine integration to Plex, Kors has realized that most manufacturers
that have purchased Plex have a learning process to undergo to understand how Plex controls the
processes on the shop floor. Things like labeling raw materials, scanning source material, clocking
into the control panel, setting up the control panel, taking checksheets, recording production,
labelling and scanning WIP and finished goods, etc. Getting these processes configured and
working in the plant is a significant challenge. Trying to automate these processes while trying to
understand them is often a recipe for disaster.

HOW LISI WAS SUCCESSFUL
There were three factors:

1

The nature of the processes: Lisi has a highly automated shop floor with operators
monitoring multiple automated machining cells per person. As they were piloting
their new Plex workflow it became evident there were too many additional tasks for
the scarce resource of shop floor operator to manage. The only solution (without
automation) was to compromise the natural Plex workflow. For example, boxes of
parts were produced too quickly for the operators to record production and label
them by box so they were considering recording at the pallet, reducing their
traceability.
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An experienced Plex partner: Lisi had engaged Mike Ward of Market Street
Consulting to help with their implementation. Mike has many years of experience
implementing Plex and was able to assess the workflow on the floor, the issues at
hand, and the different solutions. Mike was able to help Lisi establish the proper Plex
configuration and automate the high-volume operations all in “Phase 1”.

3

A bottleneck process that was easy to automate: Lisi uses Mectron Laser inspection
machines to identify and package finished goods. The team selected Advantech
WISE devices to pick up the “good part” signal from the Mectron and express that
signal as a “cycle” to Kors Mach2. This allowed Lisi to use the “Day 1 Experience”
out-of-the-box functionality of Mach2 to automatically record production and
produce a label without operator intervention.

While Kors’ experience leads them to recommend “Phase 2” machine integration projects, Lisi has
demonstrated that with a possible compromise of required Plex processes, an experienced partner
to give seasoned, third party advice, and utilizing out-of-the-box “Day 1 Experience” Mach2
functionality, it is possible to successfully implement machine integration while implementing Plex
on the shop floor – “Phase 1”.
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MACH2 ACTIONS PAGE
The Mach2 Actions Page is similar to the
Plex control panel but integrated to the
Mectron cycle counter. On this screen
operators can view job setup
information, adjust production counts
and change the machine status. The
box on the top right is a new feature for
building master units.

MASTER UNIT BUILD
This is a new feature offered in the
Mach2 bundle. Build Master Units from
the actions page and print master unit
labels.

PRODUCTION SCOREBOARD
OEE Production Scoreboards that
display performance information on
each workcenter (Target vs. Actual,
Cycle Time, Uptime, Etc). This view
provides details and/or trends of the
performance data being collected
and/or calculated. Multiple content
boxes break down performance
information in different ways to expose
areas to target downtime, availability
and performance.

AREA OVERVIEW
Mach2 Standard Area Information View
provides an overview of the plant floor
based on areas. Each workcenter is
assigned an area during setup. There are
various details provided about the job
and part, production information, along
with performance information and some
simple color coding to indicate
workcenter status.
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Working with Mike Ward was a critical key to the success of our Plex
implementation. When we were diving into production and plant floor operations,
I trusted Mike with the Mach2 recommendation. With aggressive timelines, we
didn’t have much room for error. Our operations made it imperative to have
integration available from Day 1 of our Go Live. Mach2 was fired up, equipment
installed and configured, and we were up and running. The contract was signed
6/17, we got our hardware on 6/25, and we were integrated/live with our first
workcenter on 7/1. The rest fell like dominos in two plants, as fast as we could install.
We now have visibility and accuracy of production like we’ve never had, and our
operators can focus on making parts. The “Day 1” Mach2 experience quickly met
our needs – we look forward to next steps of training and moving onto Day 2 efforts!

Mike Ward
Market Street Consulting

Paul Carey
LISI Automotive

This was my first project with Kors Engineering and Mach2, so I wasn’t sure what to
expect. As a valued client, I wanted to make sure this was executed quickly and
effectively with the Lisi team. It was also an opportunity in the end to learn how
integration and Mach2’s capabilities would impact the project. The rates of
production combined with the staffing made traditional usage of Plex complex at
minimum. Mach2 not only relieved workload from operators, but provided
visualization, metrics, and accuracy that wouldn’t have been possible
otherwise. In the end it was a win for all parties. It was great to contribute and
help solve the customer’s problems. I now have more knowledge of the Mach2
solution and have developed a relationship with the Kors team. I look forward to
working with the Kors team to effectively help our customers. Lisi can now focus
on continuous improvement in Plex and Mach2.

About Market Street Consulting
Market Street Consulting offers high quality and cost effective Plex Online Implementation, Optimization and Support
services. I am proud to be a Plex Service Partner providing consulting services to the Plex Community.
Many companies who are implementing Plex Online do not need a team of consultants. One consultant with wellrounded experience and thorough knowledge of Plex Online and leading practices can assist their team in getting
the system launched and quickly realizing their return on investment. With Market Street Consulting, your
organization will deal with only one consultant throughout the implementation, optimization, and support processes.
This generally leads to a significant reduction in the implementation timeline, consulting fees and travel expenses.
About Mach2
Mach2 is an integration software platform that interacts with your shop floor machines and systems to provide
usable, actionable information. Mach2 is a browser-based system with production scoreboards that can be
customized to your unique business needs. With Mach2, machine activity can also be automatically synced with
your ERP system for seamless operations throughout your business.
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